Task & Data Analysis

Name of Dataset:  Center clusters in lattice QCD
Date: 20.2.2010
Author: Christof Gattringer

File:	
intsect_TTC_X.XX_conf_NN.dat		
X.XX = T/T_c = ration of temperature to critical temperature
NN = configuration number = 01, 02, ... 10

Format: 
ASCII, one integer per line. A small C++ program for reading in the data was provided.


Scenario

The Story:

QCD (Quantum Chromo Dynamics) is the theory of quarks an gluons. Under normal conditions quarks are confined in bound states such as protons and neutrons, the main building blocks of ordinary matter. At very high temperatures, such as the ones shortly after the Big Bang, quarks can escape their bound states and become deconfined. The transition from confinement to deconfinement is a phase transition, vaguely similar to e.g. the boiling of water. Understanding the phenomenon of confinement and the deconfinement transition are important open questions in QCD.

In the current project we analyze spatial structures in the behavior of quark sources. These structures are related to the so-called center of the gauge group, which somewhat simplified consists of three numbers -1,0,+1, which may be assigned to every point in space. Here space is discretized, i.e., it is a grid, where every coordinate x,y and z can assume the values 0,1, ... 39, and we use periodic boundary conditions. To every point (x,y,z) a number is assigned which may assume the values -1,0,1 or 2. The first three values are the center elements mentioned above, the number 2 is used for lattice points which were cut in a filtering process and are not taken into account in the analysis. The data files I provide have 40x40x40 lines, and in each line an integer number (-1,0,+1,2) is given for the corresponding grid point. A small C++ program which I provide reads in the data and puts them in an array with three coordinates.

An interesting observation is, that equal center values tend to form clusters in space: If two neighboring lattice points have the same center value (-1,0 or 1) then we put them in the same cluster. These clusters were identified and studied. Below the deconfinement temperature we find that the clusters have a size which is essentially independent of the temperature. At the critical deconfinement temperature the clusters start to grow, and one of them becomes infinitely large, i.e., it occupies a fixed fraction of the lattice (the clusters "percolates"). A simple physical argument can be given, that the percolation of the cluster is related to the deconfinement of quarks.

Questions I am interested in: Can one sonify the clusters? Can one distinguish the low and high temperature phases acoustically? Can one hear the transition into the deconfinement phase? 

  

 



The Keys:
Question:
What is the major question in this story?
Answers: 
What are the possible answers to this question? 
Subject:
What is the subject?
Sounds:
Which sounds could be associated (this is most often empty)?

TaDa

The Task:
Generic question: 
Local Questions subject {it} (e.g. what ist it?, where is it? etc.)
Intermediate Questions subject {they, which, what} (e.g. where are they?, which is more?)
Global Questions subject {anything, everything} (e.g. whats going on?, is everything ok?)
Purpose:	
What for? One of {analyse, confirm, identify, judge, compare, navigate, track, alert, relax, remember, engage}
Mode:	
Attention needed. One of {interactive, focus, background}
Type:
Temporal type of task. One of {discrete/procedural, continous, branching/decision} 
Style:
Style of information processing task. One of {exploration, presentation}

The Information:
Level:
Concerning single elements, groups or the elements as a whole. One of {local, intermediate, global}
Reading:
Level of metaphors regarding the necessisity of learning. One of {direct, conventional}
Type:
One of {none, boolean, nominal, ordinal, ordinal-with-zero, ordinal-bilateral, interval, ratio, unknown}
Range:
Possible range of information 
Organisation:
One of {category, time, location, alphabet, continuum}

The Data:
Type:
One {none, nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio}
Range:
Possible range of data
Organisation:
One of {category, time, location, mnemonic, continuum} 

